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6 Reasons You
Should Seriously
Consider Outsourcing
Your Dental Insurance
Billing & Claims
Processing

Mastering the art of profitable outsourcing
in dentistry goes far beyond lab work.
But how do you decide what to outsource,
and to whom?
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I

t may be politically correct to say a dental practice is “all about the patient,” but
let’s be honest — if it’s not also about the money, you won’t be serving patients for
very long because you will be out of business! You are, in fact, in business to make

money, including a fair profit. So, you shouldn’t feel guilty about wanting to collect all
that is owed to you for the quality services and products you provided.

Most dental practices already outsource at least

But consider this:

some of their functions, such as lab work and IT

• if you are accepting as much as 9% (or more)

support. Why? Because they realize they can get

better results at a lower cost than if the doctors
or staff perform those functions in-house.

Commonly Outsourced
Dental Practice Functions
- Lab Work
- Supplies
- Marketing & social media
- Training for your team
- Consulting services
- Insurance verification
- Accounting
- IT

of your annual revenue as uncollectible —

which is the national average
• if your cash flow is inconsistent and
unpredictable
• if your patients are suffering because your
staff spends so much time on the phone
and managing paperwork
• if you have endured the ramifications of
staff turnover
• if you have ever experienced or suspected
fraud or embezzlement

… then you need to ask yourself —

- Insurance Billing & Claims Processing

Although on the list, Insurance Billing & Claims
Processing is outsourced less frequently than
other functions. That’s often because it can be

“ Am I really as ‘in control’
as I like to think I am? Is
there a better way?”

scary to trust someone else with something
so important to the success and profitability of
your practice. Many practice owners believe they

Maybe there is. Here are 6 compelling reasons

would be giving up control over their finances,

why outsourcing your claims processing,

putting themselves and their business in a

follow-up, appeals and insurance billing may

vulnerable position by not knowing “what’s

make a lot of sense for you and your practice.

going on” at all times.
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INCREASED INCOME!

Never forget that insurance companies are also in business to make
money — as much as possible. Which means your desire to collect as

much as possible is in direct opposition to their desire to pay out as
little as possible. These opposing objectives combined with the everincreasing complexity of the claims process make it no surprise that
the average dental practice forfeits roughly 9% of its annual production
to uncollected insurance revenue – revenue that is earned and rightfully
owed to the practice. When you do the math, the totals are staggering!

Average Uncollected Insurance Revenue

Avg dental practice
annual revenue

Avg annual uncollected
insurance benefits = 9%

Avg uncollected over
30 years in practice

$1,500,000

$135,000

$4,050,000

Take a minute to do YOUR math to discover how much you could be losing:
YOUR Uncollected Insurance Revenue

YOUR annual
insurance billing
If you don’t know, guess the
national average of 80% of your
overall collections

Multiplied by YOUR
annual uncollected
insurance benefits =
%

Multiplied by the Total
Number of Years you plan
to practice dentistry:

If you don’t know, guess the
national average of 9%
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ental insurance billing has become so

(Explanation of Benefits), and A/R management

complex that it can no longer be viewed

will typically cost a practice $20/hour (significantly

as a “task” – it is a full time skill-based

more for highly-experienced individuals that will

job requiring knowledge, experience and efficient

leave after 2 years), or at least $36,000 a year, not

processes. With everything else on their plates,

including benefits, taxes or other compensation.

even the most dedicated, hard-working office

Clearly, it’s worth spending $36,000 a year to collect

managers can’t keep pace with all that is required

the $135,000 currently uncollected. However, you

to prepare and submit insurance claims and

should be able to outsource for even less, giving

appeals and follow-up on receivables, as evidenced

you an even more attractive net gain.

by the figures above. Sadly, practice owners have
come to accept what should be considered an
UNacceptable level of uncollected revenue for
services provided.

Clearly, it’s worth spending $36,000 a year

to collect the $135,000 currently uncollected.

Outsourcing your insurance billing to a company
that has the capacity and capabilities to do

The key is to make sure you fully understand the

everything it takes to maximize your collections

services you will receive from a dental billing

will unquestionably increase your annual revenue

company, how they will make it work (e.g., how

collections, adding up to potentially millions of

their technology and processes integrate with

dollars over the life of your practice.

yours, and any “hidden” costs for that), fee structure,
contract terms, and whether or not the company

Of course the question then becomes, “But how

offers related services that would be to your

much will it COST me to collect that additional

advantage, now or down the road. If you don’t like

income?” This is the time to put emotion aside

the way the math works out with one company,

and do a thorough cost/benefit calculation. A

don’t give up! You have choices, and outsourcing

FULL TIME employee trained in insurance, EOBs

really does make excellent financial sense.
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At eAssist Dental Solutions, we’re proud to say
we have collected more money for more
dentists for longer than any other dental
billing company. That’s why we are the
LEADING DENTAL BILLING COMPANY IN
THE NATION. We invented and perfected the
dental billing process, which makes us the
experts. We work with you and your team as an EXTENSION of your
staff — a trusted and reliable business partner dedicated to maximizing
your income. We fight for all that is rightfully owed to you while you
and your staff focus on serving your patients.
We’re also proud of our transparent pricing model. In a nutshell, we
don’t get paid unless you get paid! Payment for the eAssist Dental
Insurance Billing & Collections Service is simply a tiered percentage of
what we collect for you — with no start-up fees, no hidden costs, and no
long-term contracts. Instead we offer a zero-risk month-to-month agreement.
And, because we work with all of the more than 50 existing dental
practice management software systems, you won’t need to make any
software changes, or put your staff through the time-consuming and
error-prone process of learning a new practice management software.
Our comprehensive suite of services also includes Patient Statement
Billing and Collections, Insurance Verification, Accounting & Bookkeeping,
Provider Credentialing, and Dental Medical Billing & Collections. You
can learn more about eAssist Dental Solutions at DentalBilling.com.
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IMPROVED CASH FLOW

E

ven the most dedicated office managers can
inadvertently have a negative impact on
cash flow when, due to their many other

duties, they are unable to process claims in a timely
manner. Many set aside one day a week or month,
believing they are being efficient by working on
claims in batches, but that means many claims and
payments end up being delayed. If information is
missing or incomplete, that paperwork can sit in
a “pending pile” for even longer.
Delayed claim submissions obviously result in
delayed cash flow, but the ramifications can be
much worse. If a claim is denied, by the time your
staff researches the issue and pulls together all the
missing or revised information, you can be up
against claim deadlines. Likewise, the time it takes
to prepare for an appeal can make it a moot point.
Timely collections are equally important. Following

Outsourcing your insurance billing eliminates

submissions, if staff don’t have the time to consistently

the log jam caused by your own overworked staff.

work on accounts receivable, your cash flow becomes

When claims are processed without delay and

inconsistent and unpredictable. Moreover, it’s a

receivables are well-managed, you will enjoy

“fact of life” that the longer balances are outstanding,

more timely, consistent and predictable cash flow.

the less likely they are to ever be paid, with your
over-90-day balances in serious jeopardy.

At eAssist, our goal is to collect 100% of what is rightfully
owed to you. Our highly skilled, experienced dental billing

experts remotely submit clean claims for payment within 24

hours and post all payments to patient ledgers within 24 hours.
We drastically shrink receivables by following up at least
every 14 days on all claims that hit 30+ days in aging, and strive
to reduce over-90-day balances to zero… and keep it there!
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IMPROVED PATIENT
EXPERIENCE

3

Y

our patients want to know you and your
staff care more about them and their
health than you do about their checkbook.

The financial management aspects of the practice
need to occur in the background – both figuratively
and literally! You don’t want patients to overhear
the often confusing and frustrating conversations
that take place between staff and insurance
representatives about EOBs. After all, patients are
far more befuddled by EOBs and therefore depend
on your office to understand all the details.
That said, accurate financial processes are part
of the patient experience. All it takes is one even
minor billing or posting error to ruin a patient’s
trust that your staff knows what they are doing
and/or that your billing system is accurate. An
error can cause a patient to question how often
they have been inaccurately billed in the past
(assuming they were overcharged, of course,
never undercharged). As much as they might like
you and your staff, once you lose that trust, you
usually lose that patient.

Professional and experienced eAssist
dental billing experts work diligently

in the background to handle the timeconsuming and complicated insurance
process. We securely integrate with your
existing software and in-house team
to

remotely

follow-up

billing frees up your
staff so they have
more time to focus
on the care and
experience of your
patients, while your
billing partner is
charged with delivering
an accurate financial experience.

insurance

submit,

claims.

and

We

strive for 100% accuracy in posting
payments and adjustments to patient
ledgers.

Outsourcing insurance

on

prepare,

Our

tech-powered,

future-

focused solutions include creating search-

able EOBs so your staff can accurately
determine treatment plan estimates and

collect the correct patient portion up
front. When patients are asked to pay

more later on, they feel duped and are

unlikely to pay in a timely manner, if at
all. Worse, they may go elsewhere, having
lost trust in the integrity of your practice.
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FEWER INSURANCE DENIALS AND
CONSISTENTLY FILED APPEALS

4

G

one are the days of just a few insurance
companies, a few dozen dental codes, and
consistent terminology. Currently there

are 250+ companies offering individual and group
dental insurance – each with myriad plans and
their own dizzying array of pre-requisites, claim
requirements, and benefit limits. The list of dental
codes is up to 700+, and specialists and medical
billing deal with another 10,000+ codes for filing.

250+

DENTAL INSURANCE COMPANIES

Changing state and federal laws and regulations
complicate matters even more. And of course
every insurance company has its own annoyingly
complex appeal process.
Having your own employee with a high level of
specialized expertise in insurance billing and

700+
DENTAL CODES

collection used to be a luxury. Now it’s a necessity…
which means you are unlikely to be able to handle
the function in-house as successfully as if you
outsource the job. Insurance companies look for
reasons to deny claims and appeals. Look for a
dental billing company with high-caliber staff,
efficient processes, and a strong track record of
successful collections and appeals.

10,000+
MEDICAL BILLING CODES

At eAssist we pride ourselves on how “clean” our insurance

submissions are – with accurate codes and all required graphs,
charting and supporting documents. We get it right the FIRST
time so rejections and denials are minimized. Whenever a claim

is denied, we immediately investigate, formulate an appeal, and

usually achieve a reversal on the denied claim. In many cases, we
update procedures so as to prevent a recurrence.
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YOUR TEAM WILL
THANK YOU FOR IT

5

T

his may not seem like the best or only reason
to outsource, but it’s certainly an important
one to consider! The typical dental office or

front desk manager has a long list of missioncritical duties and responsibilities in his/her job
description in addition to insurance billing and
A/R management – e.g., engaging with patients in
the office, presenting treatment plans, answering
phones, keeping the schedule full, managing staff,
maintaining the office, etc., etc., etc.
When not playing telephone tag, they are stuck on
the phone for long periods, unable to multi-task to
accomplish anything else. Naturally, trying to give
insurance collections the uninterrupted time and

If you are fortunate enough to be able to afford a

concentration, attention to detail, knowledge and

dedicated, qualified person to do nothing but dental

patience it requires is virtually impossible. Really,

insurance billing and A/R collections, good for you!

give it a try some time. You’ll see that it isn’t as

But what happens when that person is on vacation,

easy as you think!

extended leave or disability, or quits the job?
You have no one else in-house trained, qualified

It’s not surprising that many office managers report
feeling overworked, overwhelmed and frustrated.
They (and you) are left feeling defeated and cheated
out of what you are rightfully owed. Consequently,
turnover is common. Trends in the industry are
showing the average front desk or office manager
stays in their position only 2-3 years before moving
on! Requiring you to go through the time-consuming
process of recruiting, hiring and training a new

and experienced to step in and take over. Hiring
and training takes time. In the meantime, your
collections mechanism grinds to a halt, severely
impacting cash flow. The older claims become, the
less likely you are to ever receive those payments.
So short term set-backs have long-term consequences.
You end up writing off way too much as uncollectible
(even if it really wasn’t) because you just didn’t have
the resources to get the job done.

team member… who may or may not ultimately
be a good fit. It is not uncommon for yet another

On a side note, to successfully write off debt as

turnover to become the “final straw” that causes

uncollectible, you have to “prove” to the IRS the debt

a practice owner to finally decide to outsource

is worthless because “there is no longer any chance

the billing function.

the amount owed will be paid” by showing that “you
have taken reasonable steps to collect the debt but

“ Would my collections
process stand up to an audit?”

were unable to do so.” [IRS Publication 535 (2018)].
You should ask yourself – “Would my collections

process stand up to an audit?”
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It would be an untrue statement to say that
“nobody likes dealing with insurance companies.”
In reality, many highly qualified, experienced
dental industry professionals – typically former
dental office managers – make a satisfying living
doing just that all day (and night) long! However,
they are most often independent contractors
hired to do only that, which allows them to be
focused, uninterrupted, and in control of their
time and concentration. As a result, some are very
good at what they do, which makes for a rewarding
career AND an efficient and successful collections
process for their clients.

eAssist

Dental

Solutions

didn’t

become the nation’s leading dental
billing company by accident! We

hire only the best, most highly skilled
talent to work WITH your staff (not
replace them) as an extension and

advocate of your dental practice.
They go through a rigorous interviewing and testing process and are

meticulously matched with clients

based on their software expertise,
location (time zone), and personality fit. Our unique team structure

ensures function coverage and oversight for each practice’s collections
process. We provide ongoing audits

for quality and professional development, making “our” dental billers more

skilled, more satisfied and higher-

performing extensions of YOUR team.
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OVERSIGHT FOR FRAUD, EMBEZZLEMENT,
AND UNINTENTIONAL ERRORS

6

I

ncredibly, two-thirds of all dental practices in the U.S. have reported
being a victim of fraud or embezzlement. (Which can’t help but make

2/3

you wonder how many of the remaining third just don’t know it?!)

As trustworthy as you may feel your staff is, sometimes good people do
bad things, especially when under personal financial stress. Plus, you
probably have temporary workers and short-term employees in the office
at times who haven’t yet earned a high level of trust. It’s simply a wise
business practice to always have adequate checks and balances in place,
including another set of eyes watching over your income on a daily basis.
Malicious intent aside, to err is human. And your new employees and
short-term stand-ins are likely to be “more human” than your more
experienced staff. A few extra set of eyes make errors a lot less likely.
Outsourcing your insurance billing and collections function should all
but eliminate careless errors caused by the many daily office distractions

TWO-THIRDS OF ALL
DENTAL PRACTICES IN THE
U.S. HAVE REPORTED BEING
A VICTIM OF FRAUD OR
EMBEZZLEMENT

to which your staff are subjected. It can also be an ideal check and balance…

provided, of course, that you choose a highly reputable company.

Founded in 2009, eAssist Dental

Solutions has a proven track record

of performance. Having invented and

perfected the electronic dental billing
process, we are the experts at what

we do. The combination of daily claim
submissions, fewer rejections, timely

appeals and a steady focus on aging
balances makes for a better bottom
line than you thought possible. It’s

not just our mantra, it’s our promise
to you: you will enjoy less stress,
and more peace of mind.

Our awards speak for us (just to name a few):
• eAssist Dental Solutions Places on
Prestigious Inc. 5000 List of America’s
Fastest Growing Private Companies for
4th Consecutive Year: 2016 – 2019 (#1341)
• eAssist Dental Solutions Named to
Utah Fast 50 List for 2nd Consecutive
Year: 2018 – 2019 (#32)
• eAssist Dental Solutions Named to
MountainWest Capital Network’s
Utah 100 for 2nd Consecutive Year (#11)
• eAssist Dental Solutions Named to
Entrepreneur 360 List Placing at #38
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CLIENT TESTIMONIALS — IN THEIR WORDS, NOT OURS!
Awards are nice, but what really makes our day is hearing from doctors and staff about how
valued we and the work we do are to their practices — PRACTICES JUST LIKE YOURS!

eAssist has revolutionized my practice.

DR. PATRICK FRENCH
Oak Road Dentistry

From streamlining my insurance billing to

Client Since January 2019

increasing my overall collection percentages.
In addition, we love our eAssist team member

“Our collections have

in the “cloud” Toyia, she is always kind and

gone up, our stress

there to assist with questions or help with

level has gone down,

the practice.”

all while having a friendly,
DR. DARCE SLATE, DDS
Pure Dentistry

Client Since June 2014

caring person handle
our finances.

The eAssist team has been absolutely fantastic! (Thank you, Eden and Alice!)
In just 2 months, they have completely turned around our outstanding
insurance claims issues. They really know how to deal with the insurance
companies. And if I ever have a question or point of concern, they address it
immediately. My only regret is that I didn’t sign up sooner. Use eAssist.
You’ll have one less “problem” to deal with
as an owner or manager of a dental practice.”

AMBER JANGHA
Dynamic Dental Care

Client Since December 2019

I couldn’t do my job without my team at eAssist!! Catherine
and Stacy are life savers and I couldn’t ask for a better team!!!
Thank you for all you do ladies!!
Spodak Dental Group is your #1 fan!!

NIKKI BUSSARD
Spodak Dental Group

Client since January 2016
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CONCLUSION
All of us at eAssist Dental Solutions are extremely proud of the

quality, reliability, breadth and cost effectiveness of the dental billing
and related services we offer. Obviously, we were compelled to share a
little bit about our company along the way. However, the primary
purpose of this eBook is to educate you on the reasons why it is a wise
and profitable decision to outsource your dental insurance billing to a
high-quality 3rd party because doing so will actually increase your

control over your collections and cash flow. If you choose eAssist,
great! We can’t wait to get started working with you. If you should

choose another reliable company that can get the job done well, that’s
okay too, because we will have fulfilled our mission of helping to bring
peace of mind to yet another dental practice owner.

1-844-eAssist

dentalbilling.com
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